Emerging market bonds
Alternatives for institutional investors

Frank Ehrich and Sergey Dergachev talk about
investment opportunities in emerging markets

Astrid Joost-van der Spek in conversation with Karsten Holetzek
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1.

The search for sources of return
Why emerging markets?
The search for other sources of return is becoming increasingly important in a time when central banks
are keeping yields on bonds from developed countries at an artificially low level.
Bonds from the emerging markets (EMs) offer interesting opportunities in this regard. With their bonds
still seen as the black sheep of the capital markets a few years ago, the emerging economies have
learned from past crises, improved their sovereign balance sheets and evolved gradually into the global
economy’s growth engine.
At the same time as their fundamentals have improved, bond issues by countries and companies
have risen steadily in recent years. As a result, a broad range of government and corporate bonds are
now available, in both hard and local currencies.
The low correlation with US Treasuries, combined with attractive upside potential and relatively good
stability, opens up interesting opportunities. Corporate bonds from the emerging markets, for example,
have a lower default rate than the bonds of comparable companies in industrialised countries.

Eberhard Glöckner and Ulrich Zwanzger discuss customer requirements
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2.

Emerging markets – global engines of growth
There is no universal definition of the term ‘emerging market’ and the meaning varies depending on the
context and the organisation using it. However, there is consensus on some of the typical features that
characterise emerging markets:

• above-average growth rates that, in some cases, are significantly higher than those of OECD countries
• developing manufacturing industry and production of capital goods; fulfilment of the prerequisites
for advances in economic development through targeted capital expenditure on material and social
infrastructure, especially training for human capital
• comparable labour productivity to OECD countries, yet a far lower level of wages
• utilisation of niches in the global market and emphasis on exports of finished goods and commodities
• strong growth in average per-capita income, thereby creating a broad middle class
• underdeveloped capital markets
• institutional weakness, e.g. in terms of legal standards and corporate governance, compared with
industrialised countries.

This lack of a standard definition means that there is no definitive list of emerging markets and their
number varies between ten and 150. The International Monetary Fund (IMF), for example, categorises
150 countries as ‘emerging and developing economies’, including South Africa, Mexico, Brazil, Pakistan,
the People’s Republic of China, India, Philippines, Thailand, Malaysia, Ethiopia, Hungary, Poland, Lithuania,
Ukraine, Russia and Turkey. The statements and charts in this brochure are based on the IMF definition.
For this reason, the investment industry is guided not only by the aforementioned characteristics but
also by whether it is possible to invest in the individual country. A good overview is provided by the
widely used market indices, such as the J.P. Morgan Emerging Markets Broad Index (JPMorgan EMBI),
although its composition changes from time to time as new countries are added and other countries
are excluded.
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Emerging markets in the fast lane
A total of 85 per cent of the world’s population now lives in the emerging markets, which make up 74 per cent
of the Earth’s land mass. The balance will shift increasingly in their favour in the years ahead due to demographic change in industrialised countries, where populations are ageing.
Moreover, the fundamentals of the individual countries have evolved in the last few years. With Russia defaulting
in 1998 and Argentina in 2001, bonds from emerging markets were seen as the black sheep of the capital
markets until recently. Over the past 15 years, however, emerging markets have developed at a tremendous pace
to become an important driver of the global economy. During this period, their average share of global economic
output has increased from 20 per cent to its current level of 58 per cent – and is set to continue rising.
Looking ahead, the emerging markets are expected to gain in importance. The estimates for 2050 show that, in
terms of purchasing power, six of the world’s ten largest economies will be what are currently emerging markets.
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2050:
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The emerging markets have also reduced their external government debt from 80 per cent to 43 per cent of
economic output over the past 15 years. By way of comparison, average government debt in industrialised
countries stands at around 120 per cent of gross domestic product (GDP).
Much lower level of government debt in emerging markets than in industrialised countries
BIP in Milliarden US-Dollar*
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Moreover, EM countries mainly borrow in their local currencies in order to minimise exchange-rate risk. Even in
the more international corporate sector, hard-currency bonds issued in US dollars or euros represent only a small
proportion of their funding mix, the average being 10 per cent. The emerging markets’ average government debt
denominated in hard currencies (US dollars, euros) accounts for just 13 per cent of their total debt.
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Raffaele Parise and Hartwig Maicher speak to portfolio managers
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3.

Emerging markets now established
as an asset class
The bond markets of the emerging markets are broadly diversified. Over the past eight years, the
growth of the hard-currency government bond segment has been particularly impressive and now
has a capitalisation of US$ 900 billion and issues from 75 countries. Investors are not limited to
government bonds from traditional debtors such as Mexico and Poland; they can acquire paper
from small, more exotic issuers, for example Suriname and Fiji. The market for corporate bonds
denominated in hard currencies has grown at an even faster rate. This segment was still a niche
market in the period 2006 to 2008 but has expanded rapidly over the last eight years and is now
firmly established. With bonds of around 1,400 companies from approximately 55 countries and
total capitalisation of roughly US$ 2 trillion, emerging-market corporate bonds denominated in
hard currency have now overtaken even the established US high-yield corporates asset class.
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The main argument in favour of hard-currency EM bonds besides the good fundamentals and their
relatively attractive pricing is the low correlation with the government bond markets of industrialised
countries. The correlation with US government bonds is 0.24, for example. They are therefore a very
good way of achieving diversification and are an important element of additions to other global
fixed-income products.
Moderate correlation between EM bonds and government bonds from industrialised countries
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Detailed information on the opportunities and risks of investment funds in the EM bonds asset class can be found on page 18.
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3.1 Hard-currency bonds
Emerging markets nowadays only rarely issue government bonds in hard currencies. This bond class has a
smaller market volume than local-currency and corporate bonds. However, the smaller currency risk compared
with local-currency bonds and its low correlation with US government bonds make it a particularly interesting
investment opportunity for international investors.
Over the past ten years, the greater default risk has been handsomely rewarded with an average spread of
more than 300 basis points over government bonds from the US.
This can also be seen from the Sharpe ratio, which calculates the risk-adjusted performance of the asset
class: over the past ten years, hard-currency EM government bonds have delivered a Sharpe ratio of 0.75
when measured by the key J.P. Morgan Emerging Markets Bond Index Global Diversified.
EM government bonds* continue to offer an attractive spread over US Treasuries
Historical spreads of hard-currency EM bonds over US Treasuries (basis points)
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Detailed information on the opportunities and risks of investment funds in the EM bonds asset class can be found on page 18.
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Research
Focus of fundamental research
Obtaining information on the fundamentals is the key to successful analysis and evaluation of the opportunities and risks of an
investment in government and corporate bonds from emerging
markets. Intensive dialogue with politicians, journalists and corporates is therefore a core pillar of our research approach and helps
to determine our investment decisions.
Our fund managers hold a total of around 600 talks with company
representatives every year. The number of discussions about

government bonds from emerging markets is roughly 120. More
than 600 meetings and conferences with analysts, traders,
investment banks’ syndicate departments and rating agencies
also take place. This involves fund managers travelling to the
countries and regions in their sphere of responsibility several
times a year. During these trips, they not only visit factories and
government ministries but also attend an average of 45 to 50
meetings with companies, government representatives, journalists and political analysts.

Intensive dialogue: around 600 meetings with issuers each year

Union Investment in Frankfurt
Approx. 200 company visits (incl. 75 with EM Equities)

EM corporate conferences
Approx. 150 meetings
(some with new issuers)

Close relationship
with and proximity
to companies

BEA Union Investment
Management, Hong Kong
Approx. 100 company visits
(mainly Asian companies)

On-the-ground research in EMs
Approx. 150 company visits (incl. production sites)

Source: Union Investment
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3.2 Local-currency bonds
Local-currency bonds are bonds and money market instruments from governments and companies in emerging
markets that are denominated in their domestic currency.
At US$ 15.4 trillion, the total market capitalisation of local-currency bonds is roughly five times greater than
that of hard-currency EM bonds (corporate and government bonds).
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The particular appeal of local-currency bonds lies in the possibility of benefiting from attractive yields relative
to developed markets as well as the potential for currency appreciation.
Furthermore, opportunities for currency gains may arise on EM currencies. As emerging markets are increasingly
borrowing in their local currencies rather than in hard currencies, investors can participate in the positive trend
seen in local bond markets. Experience shows that investments in local-currency bonds are highly liquid.
Attractive relative yields on local-currency bonds
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Detailed information on the opportunities and risks of investment funds in the EM bonds asset class can be found on page 18.
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Stefan Kulhavy and Rebecca Ott in conversation with colleagues
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Risk management: Union Investment country rating
Focus on risk management
Active country-specific and company-specific risk management is
crucial when analysing bonds from the emerging markets. Comprehensive risk management integrated into the investment process is
vital because the situation varies from country to country and from
company to company.
Given the asymmetrical profiles of bonds, our management approach focuses on avoiding defaults and, in the case of local-currency bonds, avoiding capital market controls. Emerging markets
that we believe are at immediate risk of default are immediately
put on an exclusion list and their weighting in all portfolios must
be reduced centrally.

Another core aspect of our approach is the management of
migration risk, for which we have developed our own country risk
model: the Union Investment country rating. Working in combination with the supplementary ‘heat map’, the country risk model
uses various quantitative and qualitative factors to calculate a fair
rating for a country and indicates to fund managers whether a
country’s ratings from the big three rating agencies that dominate
the market are too good, fair, or generally too bad. The model also
shows the trend of which countries are at risk of a downgrade
and, conversely, which countries may see their ratings go up. The
validity of the model is very high, and it has proven its worth for
seven years.
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3.3 Corporate bonds
Corporate bonds from the emerging markets have been the fastest growing segment since the
2007/2008 financial crisis. In the period 2011 to 2015, the segment’s market capitalisation increased
by 98 per cent, compared with 33 per cent for investment-grade and 37 per cent for high-yield corporate bonds from industrialised countries. This segment therefore has the greatest momentum. Bonds are
now available from around 1,400 companies and total capitalisation stands at US$ 2 trillion, highlighting their good market penetration and offering broad diversification potential for portfolios.
Across all rating categories, EM corporate bonds have a significantly lower net debt ratio than
hard-currency corporate bonds from the US.

EM corporates are less leveraged than their US counterparts
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This positive trend is also reflected in companies’ default rates, which are now lower in the emerging
markets than in industrialised countries.
Default rates
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Detailed information on the opportunities and risks of investment funds in the EM bonds asset class can be found on page 18.
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Sustainability
Investors are increasingly looking at sustainability criteria when
it comes to their investments. These environmental, social and
corporate governance (ESG) criteria play an important role in the
avoidance of not only reputational risk but also possible price falls
triggered by particular developments or events.
But are there any sustainable investments to be found in the emerging markets? Yes, but only if there is a sufficiently broad range of
investment options. The Sustainable Investment Research Information System (SIRIS) is Union Investment’s proprietary platform to
which various providers of sustainability data are connected and
into which sustainability research from Union Investment is also fed.
Data and information on a total of 95 countries, 13,000 companies
and 59,000 securities can be obtained through SIRIS.

Union Investment is thus able to offer investment solutions that
take individual ESG criteria into account, including in the EM bonds
asset class.
Union Investment is the market leader for sustainable investments
in Germany, with more than €25 billion assets under management
in sustainable investments. It launched its first sustainability
portfolio in the EM corporates asset class in 2012 in the form of
a segregated fund. This was followed in 2016 by the first mutual
fund for institutional investors, which applies strict ESG criteria and
reduces interest-rate risk. In total, Union Investment manages three
sustainability portfolios with a focus on corporate bonds from the
emerging markets.

A sustainable and responsible investment (SRI) analysis is particularly useful in the case of commodities producers in
the emerging markets, as illustrated by the case of Vale in Brazil
Spread on Vale's euro-denominated bond maturing in 2023
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by Samarco, a joint venture between
Vale and BHP Eisenerz, burst in the
Brazilian region of Minas Gerais.
• The flooding killed 16 people.
• Initial findings have proved the presence of toxic substances in the
affected areas. Vale and BHP are
financially liable for the damage.
• Consequences arising from the ESG
standards that we have imposed on
ourselves: since 2012, our sustainability
portfolios have not been permitted to
invest in either Vale or BHP because of
their past environmental offences.

Stand: 16. Dezember 2015

As at 16 December 2015

ESG criteria and analyses are a key part of risk management, helping to identify risk at an early stage and avoid reputational risk and
monetary losses for investors.
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4.

Emerging market bonds –
an attractive alternative for your portfolio
The emerging markets and their capital markets have grown rapidly since the Lehman crisis in 2008.
This can be seen from their increasing market capitalisation, the steady inflows into the asset class from
investors, the fundamental improvements to their credit profiles and the management of issuers at
country and company level.
It is clear from looking at risk-adjusted performance (measured using the Sharpe Ratio) that, from a
historical perspective, virtually no other asset class offers a similarly attractive risk/reward ratio to that
of EM bonds. The risks that exist, such as liquidity risk and political risk, are in most cases adequately
rewarded, resulting in far better spreads than in industrialised countries, where spreads are often being
kept artificially low by central banks.
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Emerging market bonds still offer attractive yields
Comparison
of yields
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asset classes
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Detailed information on the opportunities and risks of investment funds in the EM bonds asset class can be found on page 18.
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Our investment team for emerging markets
Union Investment’s fixed-income fund management team for the emerging markets consists of ten
experienced portfolio managers from five nations with an average of nine years’ professional experience.

For the Asian markets, our team is supported by the four-strong
portfolio management team at BEA Union Investment Management, a joint venture based in Hong Kong. Our team also receives
assistance with the analysis of macroeconomic aspects from our
economist specialised in emerging markets. Our portfolio management is divided into two strategic investment areas, in which we
manage total assets of €7.8 billion:

• The government bond segment is looked after by five portfolio

managers, who are currently responsible for assets of €4.5
billion. The focus in this segment is on analysing countries’
solvency and the local interest-rate and currency markets.
• The corporate bond segment is also looked after by five portfolio
managers, who are currently responsible for assets of €3.3
billion. Their analysis focuses on the individual companies’
creditworthiness and appeal as an investment as well as on
sectoral trends. These portfolio managers work closely with their
colleagues in the segment for corporate bonds from developed
countries so that the research and investment process for the
two asset classes are closely integrated.
The team is located at head office in Frankfurt, and its members can thus easily meet and talk directly with each other as
well as with all the other portfolio management units at Union
Investment. For example, the team discusses and evaluates new
issues internally and, for a cross-asset-class perspective, with
colleagues responsible for other areas. This means an investment
decision taking account of the various factors can be made more
quickly and efficiently than if the people involved were based in
different time zones.

Portfolio management, analysis and trading from a single
source
In addition to their primary tasks, many of the portfolio managers
are also responsible for trading. Close contact with traders and
the resulting sharing of information gives them a good idea of
market depth and of sentiment and liquidity levels in the regions
or of individual issuers. Being able to talk to traders in person creates a close and trustworthy relationship that gives us access to
key information and helps us to manage trading activities quickly
and cost-effectively.
BEA Union Investment Management, our joint venture in Hong
Kong, is a reflection of the growing importance of the Asian
corporate bond market, which now makes up around 60 per cent
of the entire EM corporate bond market. Our team in Hong Kong,
which has won an award from Fund Selector Asia, has outstanding expertise and experience in managing and analysing Asian
high-yield corporate bonds.
The experts regularly hold video- and teleconferences with the
team in Frankfurt to give their assessment of the situation on
the ground, such as at Chinese property builders or Indonesian
coal mining companies. In return, they receive input from their
colleagues in Frankfurt, e.g. on markets in eastern Europe or Latin
America.
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5.

Opportunities and risks of investment funds
in the emerging market bonds asset class
Opportunities
• International portfolio for emerging market bonds: broadly diversified investment in the international markets
for emerging market bonds

• Targeted participation in the attractive spreads of the emerging markets
• Upper limits on individual countries and issuers, with the aim of ensuring lower volatility than in the case of
individual investments

• Currency hedging against virtually all currency risk in the international markets
• Professional fixed-income portfolio management team of experienced specialists who contribute their expertise
in the international bond markets to the portfolio’s management

Risks
• Risk of market-driven price volatility and performance risk
• Risk of the unit price falling due to delayed payment or non-performance on the part of individual issuers or
counterparties

• Concentration of risk on certain countries and regions may give rise to heightened price volatility
(influence of political and economic factors)

• Investments in emerging markets and developing countries may entail heightened price volatility and default risk
• High-yield investments and investments with increased credit risk may be subject to heightened price volatility
and default risk

• An investor’s personal ethical values may be inconsistent with the fund’s investment policy
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Martin Münster and Daniel Loch explain
the opportunities and risks of emerging market bonds
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Disclaimer
By reception of this document, you agree to be bound
by the following restrictions:
This document is intended exclusively for Professional
Investors and you confirm that you are a Professional
Investor. This document is not for distribution to Retail
clients.
The information contained in this document should not
be considered as an offer, or solicitation, to deal in any of
the funds mentioned herein, by anyone in any jurisdiction
in which such offer or solicitation would be unlawful
or in which the person making such offer or solicitation
is not qualified to do so or to anyone to whom it is
unlawful to make such offer or solicitation.
This document does not constitute a recommendation
to act and does not substitute the personal investment
advice of a bank or any other suitable financial services
consultant or specialist in taxation or legal advice. The
descriptions and explanations are based on our own
assessments and are limited to the facts at the time
of the preparation of this document. This applies in
particular also as regards the present legal and taxation
environment, which may, at any time, change without
advance notice.
This document was prepared with due care and to the
best of knowledge of Union Investment Institutional
GmbH, Frankfurt/Main, Germany. Nevertheless, the information originating from third parties was not verified.
Union Investment Institutional GmbH cannot guarantee
that the document is up to date, accurate or complete.
All index and product names of companies other than
those belonging to the Union Investment Group may
be trademarks or copyrighted protected products and
brands of these companies.
This document is intended exclusively for information
purposes for Professional Investors and is meant for
personal use only and should not be disclosed to Retail
clients. The document, in whole or in part, must not be
duplicated, amended or summarised, distributed to
other persons or made accessible to other persons in
any other way or published. No responsibility can be
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We work for your investment

When referring to fund units or other securities,
there may be an analysis within the meaning of (EU)
Regulation No. 596/2014. If, contrary to the aforementioned stipulations, this document were to be made
accessible to an unauthorised reader, or otherwise
distributed, published, and where applicable, amended
or summarised, the user of this document may be subject
to the provisions of (EU) Regulation No. 596/2014 and
the stipulations of the supervisory authorities set out for
this purpose (in particular the applicable regulations on
Financial Analyses).
Information on the performance of Union Investment
funds is based on past performances and/or volatility.
Past performance is no guarantee for future returns
and there is no guarantee that invested capital may
be returned.
For detailed product-specific information and indications
on the risks of the funds mentioned in this document,
please refer to the latest Sales Prospectus, contractual
terms, Key Investor Information Document and the
annual and semi-annual reports, which you can obtain,
from www.union-investment.com. These documents
form the sole binding basis for the purchase of Union
Investment funds.

